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ABSTRACT 
Improvements to the partial-reflection-drifts experiment at Urbana, 
Illtnois are completed. The results of the improvements include real-time 
processing and simultaneous nleasurements of the D region with coherent 
scatter. Preliminary results indicate s positive correlation between drift 
velocities calculated by both methods durin~ a two-day interval. 
The possibility now exists for extended observations between partial 
reflection and coherent scatter. In additio~preliminary measurements 
could be performed between p.,rtial reflection and meteor radar to complete 
a comparison of methods 'Ilsed to detenline velocities in the D region. 
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1 • INTllODUCrION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpQ.e of this thesis is to describe how the D region of the 
atmosphere is remotely probed by a ground-baled radar system uled at the 
AeronoinY Field Station near Urbana. The method used is referred to as the 
partial-reflection-drifts experiment. Other experiments which use different 
methods at this installation include coherent scatter and meteor radar. 
The partial-reflection-drifts experiment is used to determine the 
hori~ontal-drift velocity of ionized irregularities in the ionosphere. If a 
point radio source is used, the horizontally stratified irregularities 
produce a diffraction pattern over the ground. By sensing this diffraction 
pattern with a minimum of three antennas the horizont.al-drift velocity can be 
computed. 
The former system at the Aeronomy Field Station lacks the ability to 
produce reasoD4ble amounts of data so that the dynamics of the upper atmo-
sphere can be studied. Tile anount of computer time needed to prOCMS data 
i8 one of the limiting factors of the former system. Since the computer 
u8ed for the drifts experiment also is used by the other experiments, 
simultaneous measurements for comparing techniques are difficult. The system 
a180 lacks a suitable storage medi~m for the results so that advanced studiea 
could be performed. 
The new system solves the problem by modifying the way data are col-
le~ted, processed, and stored. By using small inexpensive microcomputers to 
di8tJ'ibute the computation load, simul taueous measurements become possible. 
The postprocessing computation time can be reduced by performing some 
calculations during the collection of data. The ability to store results on 
a floppy di8k makes the storage medium ideal for postanalysis of results. 
2 
the major objective of these enhancementl i. to optimize the ulefulne .. 
of the partial-reflection-drift. technique al a valid method for Itudyi,ng 
the dynamici of the upper atmolphere. 
3 
2. THEOlY or PAITIAL-U'l'LBCTION DinTS 
To detel'lftine the hQr.\~,.) ... tal-drift velocity of the ionoiph6re it ill 
pecellery to illuminate the ionolphere with a lingle radio-wave point louree. 
When thi. il done a diffraction pattern il formed from the ionized irreau-
lariths in the D region. According to .Briggl (1977) the ionl in the region 
of interest move with the neutral air, the drift velocity of the ionl can be 
measured by applying the method developed by Briggl et al., (1950) known al 
the fuU-correlation analYlh. The radio wavee are directed at vertical 
incidenoe. it is the~efQre necessary to have a system of spaced antenna. to 
track the motion of the irregularities. With three spaced antennal to .. Mple 
the amplitude of the diffraction pattern observed on the ground, IpaUil 
properties and the Ulovement af the pattern can be deduced. 
The diffraction pattern i. sampled at 811 antennas at equally spaced 
time intervall. The resulting record. of amplitude represent the fluctua-
tion of the diffraction pattern as it moves acral. the g~ound. The method of 
analysis appli~~ to the recorded amplitudes require8 the autocorr~lation for 
each observation point and cross correlation for every pair of observation 
point8. It is assumed that the information contained in thele correlation 
functions can completely determine the velocity. direction of drift, the size 
and the orientation of the irregularity which is inferred from contours of 
conltant correlation which are in the form of ellipses (Briggs 1968). 
The signal amplitude of the diffraction pattern can be represented by a 
function R(x,y,k), where x and y represent the space coordinates and k the 
time coordinate. With the amplitudes of the diffraction pattern defined by 
a function of three variables, two of them being Ipatial variables, the 
corre8ponding correlation function i8 allo a function of Ipace and ti~e. 
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For tbe practical analyd. the .pathl variables are r.oved and tbe 
di.tance. and direction of the ba.eline. between antenna. are recorded for 
4 
the latter plrt. of the analy.i.. By numberina the antenna .y.t .. a •• bown 
in Figure Z.l, tbe di.crete correlation function. are function. of time only 
and bave the aeneral form.; 
for the autocorrelati~e., and 
Pij (K) 
for tbe cross correlations. 
The computed autocorrelations from each antenna should be identical, 
but due to st.tistical variations they are not in practice and the mean auto-
correlation is used for the analysis. The cross co~relation function has 
a maximum value displaced from the origin by some amount t'. The greater 
the velocity of the irregularities the smaller t' is. It is important, 
therefore, to separate the antennas by a sufficient distance so that t' is 
measurable, but not to space them so far apart that the cross correlation is 
zero (Briggs 1976). For the frequency used for our antenna system the optimum 
sepal'ation for the antennas is about 160 meters for D-region measurements. 
The antenna separation for the Urbana drifts experiment is 169 meters for the 
shorter si,des of the triangle and 240 meters for the hypotenuse side. 
The typical shape of the resulting auto- and crolB correlation func-
ORIGINAL PAGE II 
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Figure 2.1 Arrangement of ~eceiving antennas. 
tion. n.emble. tho.e in Figure 2.2. 
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The information that i. extracted from the correlation functi~~ for the 
full correlation anMIy.i. i8; 
1) The maximum value of the crO" correlation (Pm)ij and the a8'0-
ciated time di.placement (tl)ij from zero lag. 
2) The values of time di.placement (tm)ij from the autocorrelation 
that correspond to the maximum values (Pm)ij found for the cross correlation. 
The method that was first used for analy:dng drifts record. was known 
as the method of similar fades (Mitra 1949). This was a simple approach to 
the problem of determining the drift velocity. The major disadvantage of 
using this method is that it assumed the irregularity did not change in 
shape as it moved across the observation points. The full correlation 
analysis corrects this assumption by computing the correlation contour that 
represents the fading of the drifting pattern with no random changes. It is 
assumed that this contour is in the shape of an ellipse but there is no 
physical reason why this should be so, and it is possible that the contour 
might be of any shape whatever (Briggs et al., 1950). To calculate the 
ellipse the valuef.l of (tm)ij and (t')ij are used in the formula. 
(tij ) 2 = (t') ij 2 - (tm) ij 2 
where (t ij ) corresponds to the time shift for the autocorrelation to tal:,., 
on the value of the cross cortelation at zero lag. By using the formula 
above the values of t ij are less affected by statistical variation because 
it is computed at a higher level on the correlation functions (Briggs 1957). 
Three velocity vectors defined by 
MAGlvijl • dij/tij 
ANGLElvijl • 9ij 
p 
I 
I 
I 
PO' I 
I 
t' 
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Figure 2.2 (a) Autocorrelation function. 
(b) Cross correlation function. 
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are compu~ed. The dij'l are the baleline diltances in meters and the eij's 
are the angles meBlured from recfd.ver "i" to receiver "j I~ with respect to 
the north. The ellipse that defines this contQUr of conltant correlation is 
referred to .. the characteristic ellipse. 
The characteristic ellipse has the dimensions of velocity. If the 
ellipse is multipled by the half time of the autocorrelation, the resulting 
ellipse will h,ave dimensions of meters and gives. the relative size of the 
irregularity. The elliple is rotated through some angle 60 and has semim~jor 
axis a and 8~~iminor axis h. The axial ratio alb gives an indice,tion of thtl 
elongation of the irregularity and the angle 60 gives the direction of 
elongation. 
The next calculation necessary is to determine the apparent velocity 
components between the antenna pairs. The three vectors 
V23 • d 23/t23 623 
are computed ~nd the end points will lie on a straight line referred to as 
the V'-line. If a vector perpendicular to this line is drawn from the 
origin it will define the magnitude and direction of the apparent velocity. 
The important information that is used from this is the slope of the V'-line 
defined by these vectors. The point of tangency of this line to the ellipse 
gives the true direction of drift ~ measured clockwise from north. The 
vector f'rom the origin to the tangency point is known as the (V' ) vector. 
c v 
The true velocity is then given by; 
(V' ) 2 
c v 
V drift = V' 
This velocity must be divided by a factor of two to yield the correct 
rt!8ulu due to the point source effect. The eut and north cOlDponenti of 
the drift are given I>y j 
The geometry of the full-correlation analysis is Ihown in Figure 2.3. 
9 
The full-correlation analYlis has been used for £everal years. During 
that time many investigators in the field have done extensive studi~s to 
determine the validity of the ana lysis, by producing models of the 
ionosphere and performing computer siID.ulations (Pitteway et a1., 1971). The 
best way to determine the validity of this analysis is to compare results 
from simultaneous measurements. This is done in Chapter 5. 
N 
1 
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Figure 2.3 Geometry of full~correlation analysis. 
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3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
3.1 FORMER SYSTEM 
The partial-reflection system supports two experiments that are u8eful 
for D-region studies. The experiment that is being enhanc~d is the drifts 
experiment. the other is the differential-absorption experiment which is 
u8ed to measure electron-density concenti::ltions. A block diagram of the 
former Urbana partial-reflection system is shown in Figure 3.1. The major 
elements of tbis sytem are the transmitter. transmitting and receiving 
antennas, receiver. data-acquisition system, and radar controller. 
The transmitter is a multistage tube type and is fully described by 
Henry (1966) and by Pirnat and Bowhill (1968). The final output is split 
between two 50 ohm coaxial cables. This is done to insert a phase shift of 
90 degrees so that when the two outputs are fed into an orthogonal-dipole 
array the transmitted wave will be circularly polarized. Attenuators are 
used after the phase shift to ensure circular polarization. The characters 
of this transmitter are: 
Peak Power 
Frequency 
Pulse Width 
Output Impedance 
Pulse Repetition Rate 
35 kW 
2.66 MHz 
23 ~sec 
50 ohm. unbalanced 
10 Hz 
The layo<lJt of the antenna system is shown in Figure 3.2 (Weiland and 
Bowhill 1981). The array west of the Field Station Building is the trans-
mitting array and the array to the east is the receiving array. Both antennas 
were identical when they were first constructed. The receiving array has 
been divided into four quadrants so that the drifts experiment can be 
implemented. 
The transmitting ar~ay consists of 60 half-wave dipoles. The dipoles 
in the N-S and E-W direction are coupled together to form an orthogonal set. 
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Thil il done to achieve circularly~polarized-tranlmitted waves. By inserting 
a relay network that inaertl a 180 deg phale Ihift, the ordinary or extra-
erdinary pulse can be tranlmitted. For the drifts experiment only one 
polarization is neceslary and the ordinary is perferred over the extraordi-
nary because the ordinary mode is attenuated less in the D region. 
The receiving array consists of four smaller arrays called quadrants. 
that contain three full wavelength dipoles in both the N-S and E-W direction. 
The N-S and E-W dipoles are leparately matched to one 50 ohm coa~ial cable 
that is fed into the Field Station Building. The selection of any quadrant 
is accomplished by a relay network mounted on the inside east wall of the 
Field Station Building. 
The receiver used for partial reflection is extremely linear. This is 
a requiremen t because the signa 1 amplitudes must be accurately measured over 
a 50 dB range (Weiland and Bowhill 1978). The characteristics of the recei-
vers are listed below: 
Center Frequency 
Noise Figure 
Bandwidth 
Recovery Time 
Gain Variation 
Rf Input Impedance 
Output Impedance 
Linearity 
2.66 MH~ 
3 dB 
40 kHz 
200 11 sec after removal of .IV 
RMS input 
3 dB max 
50 ohm, unbalanced 
10,000 ohms 
55 dB foT. 1 dB deviation 
The data-acquisition system for the former system consisted of a 
Digital Equipment CQrporation PDP 15/40 computer for processing of data and 
a Hewlett-Packard 5610A analog-to-digital converter for digitizing data from 
the receiver. The output of the AID was a 10-bit word in two's complement 
form. The entire range of the AID was not used however since the input 
range for the AID was 1 volt and the output of the receiver is zero to +1 
volt. The conversion rate is 100 kHz and corresponds to a height resolution 
15 
of 1. 5 lun. 
The radar controller referred to aa the puller generates the necess8.ry 
control lignals to operate the syatell. The puller generated a 2S"1Ilicrosecond 
pulse to turn on the transmitter. a 100-microsecond long pulae to blank the 
recei~er. a trigger pulSe to activate the AID and a luaic lignal to awitch 
between the ordinary and extraordinary ~ode8. 
3.2 SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS 
The purpose of ~odifying the ayate~ vas to i~prove its perfor~ance 
and adapt the sytem to work with a ~icroco~puter. The goal. of these 
improvements are to: 
1) Increase amount of data that can be taken daily. 
2) Decrease postprocessing time. 
3) Enable simultaneous measurements between the drifts experiment 
and the coherent-scatter or meteor-radar experiment. 
4) Form a data base of results for advance analysis. 
A block diagram of the new system ~s shown in Figure 3.3. The compon-
ents of the former system that were replaced include the computer, pulser. 
and the AID converter. The new system does not require both polarizations for 
collecting drift data. The new system therefore does not control the phase 
.hifting networks for the extraordinary mode. The ordinary mode is prefer-
red. The new pulser increases the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) from 
10 Hz to 200 Hz. It was considered that by increasing the PRF to this rate 
the signal could be oversampled and would improve the signal-to-noise ratio. 
The Apple II computer is being used to gain independence from other experi-
ments that use the PDP-15 computer. A new AID converter is also necessary 
for compatibility with the Apple computer. With partial-reflection drifts 
independent from other experiments, simultaneous measurements can be per-
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Figure 3.3 Block diagram of new partial-reflection system. 
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formed. The organization of the coaputer .y.tem will accoapli.h the r~.t of 
the de.ired goal •• 
3.2.1 Computer system. A block diaaua for thh computer system h 
IhoWD in Figure 3 ~4. The computer Syltem u.ed fo.~ the driftl experiment 
conlists of an Apple II Plus for the col'1ection of data, an Apple 11 Plu. for 
procesling of data, a 10 megabyte Winchester dilk dt'iv.e for data storaae:, and 
variou. peripheral. for the APple n computer. The peripherah cond.t of a 
T.e=d time clock, a parallel interface. a modem, and an arithmetic procellor. 
~he function of each of the peripherals is summarized below. 
1) Real-Time Clock. This peripheral generates the necessary informa-
tion to record the date and time with each record of collected data. 
2) Parallel Interface. This peripheral forms the interface to the AID 
converter and the relay network for quadrant switching. It contains four 
parallel ports that can be used for input or output. It aho has the 
ability to generate square wave signals that are used to synchronize the 
collection program with the AID converter. The main component on this 
interfa~e card is the 6522 Versatile-interface adapter~ It is an all pur-
pose parallel-interface adapter for the 6502 eight bit ~ processor chip 
which is the Apple's CPU. 
3) Arithmetic Processor. This powerful peripheral enhances the com-
putation power of the Apple. It is used to perform the necessary multipli-
cations for the correlation functions. The processor card uses the AMD 9511 
arithmetic processor chip. This integrated circuit can perform a variety of 
operations including transcendental functions. Th,~ time required to perform 
a 32-bit by 32-bit multiplication is 105 microseconds. 
4) Modem. This peripheral along with the necessary software enables 
data t1S1lsfers between computers. Thi.s modem is a direct-connect type with 
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• tr.n.fer r.te of 300 b.ud. 
3.2.2 A/Q in~.rf.c,. Thi. interf.ce perform. the nec •••• ry .n.loa-
to-diaital converlion for the drift. experiment. The interf.ce convertl the 
amplitude det.cted .ianal from the receiver to .n eiaht-bit un.ianed bin.ry 
number. Thi. bin.ry number i. tr.n.ferred into the computer by mean. of • 
p.r.llel interface. The circuit di.ar.m for the interface i •• hown in 
Fiaure 3.5. 
The AID perform. 105 conver.ion. per .econd. Thi. corre.ponds to a 
r.nge resolution of 1.5 km. The main component of the interface is IC8. 
Thil integrated circuit p.ck.ge 11 • succusive approximation type AID with 
a conversion .peed of six micro.econd.. For a .ampling r.t. of 100 kHz 
that leaves four microlecond. to •• mple the .ign.l .nd latch the d.ta to 
the parallel interface. 
Only one control signal is needed to drive the interface .nd il gene-
r.ted by the parallel interface by means of an internal timer. This signal 
i& a symmetric-square wave with 8 freq\lency of 100 kHz. The purp~'se of 1C4 
is to produce an asymmetric-square vave since the s.mpling and conversion 
time cannot be equal for the AID used. 
The operational amplifiers ICI and lC2 are used to buffer the input, 
.mplify, and level !hift of the signal if necessary to accommodate the analog-
to-digital converter. For the AID used the level shifting ability is not used 
but the signal must be amplified by a factor of ten to take advantage of the 
range of the AID. Because damage may occur if the input to lC8 is greater 
than +10 volts or less than zero, Dl and D2 are used to limit the signal to 
this range. The free running voltage-controlled oscillator <VCO) chip 1C6 
is used as the clock for the AID and is buffered by 1C7. The clock frequency 
for a six-micro.econd conve:sion time is 1.33 MHz. The digital outputs of 
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Figure 3.5 AID-interface circuit diagram. 
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the AID are buffered by 109, 1010 and 105. 
3.2.3 Pul.er. The pulser ip the main controlling unit of the drifts 
experiment. Thil unit produces the necessary control .ignal, for the trans-
mitter, receiver blanker, Qnd computer. The tim~ng diagran that shows the 
relation.hip between these signals is shown in Figure 3.6, and the circuit 
diagram i •• hown in Figure 3.7. 
All the contT.ol lignah of the pulser are derived from 101 which is a 
VOO. The ree.u~,ting signal from this chip is fed through divide-by-two and 
divide-by-ten counters to produce five separate PRF rates. The deaired PRF 
rate is uled to drive four monostable circuits which produce the control 
tignall. 
The ability to choose the PRF rate allows some flexibility for future 
work with the drifts or the elect:ron density experiment. The pulse width of 
the transmitted pulse can easily be varied by adjusting the potentiometer on 
lC4. When adjusting the PRF and pulse width the maximum duty cycle of the 
final stage amplifier of the transmitter must not be exceeded. 
The blanker signal is set high before, during, and after the trans-
mitter pulse is activated. The interrupt request control signal for the 
computer is adjustable by means of a panel mount potentiometer. Th~ adjust-
ment of this signal determines the approximate starting height where data are 
collected by the computer. 
Due to the problems observed when both transmitters were operating fo~ 
partial reflection and coherent sc~tter, the pulser was modified. The PRF of 
the coherent-scatter transmitter is 400 Hz and the TTL level signal that was 
generar,ed by the radar controller for coherent scatter was used in place of 
lC1. The circuits that generate various PRF rates were disconnected until 
the need for them arises. 
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Figure 3.6 Timing diagram for new pulser. 
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4. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
4.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE ANALYSIS 
The major objective of the analysis is to efficiently compute the drift 
velocity. The analysis can be broken down into two phases. The first phase 
i8 the collection of data and the 8econd is the postprocessing of those data. 
Since the actual collection of data requires very little time. it ig 
advantageous to use the idle time of the computer to start processing data as 
they become available. This eliminates two problems in the procE:dure. The 
first is the amount of storage required to store the actual amplitudes. and 
the second is the time required for postprocessing. By computing the 
correlation functions at the time of the collection, the amount of memory 
required iS,reduced by a factor of two. The amount of postprocessing time 
is dramatically ~'educed since multiplication is a very time consuming 
operation. 
The first phase now accomplishes more while the second phase is 
required to do less. This will ,optimize the procedure of the analysis in the 
sense that all usable time in the collection phase is u8ed to reduce memory 
constraints and postprocessing time. 
4.2 COLLECTION SOFTWARE 
The cD1lection software for the drifts experiment is written primarily 
in machine code. This is done to optimize the performance of the ,program so 
that it will execute at the highest speed possible on the computer. The 
outer interpreter language used to link the machine code to the computers 
operating system is FORrH. This higher-level language is extremely flexible 
and fast. 
The collection program performs two major functions. One function is to 
collect data from the AID and control the quadrant switching network. The 
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other is to compute the auto- and crOSB correlation.. During each transmit 
pulse the radar controller interrupts the processor to collect data. The 
routine that is executed when this occurs is called the interru.pt service 
routine (ISR). Wllile the processor is waiting for the next interrupt signal 
from the radar controller it computes the correlation functions. This is the 
.econd function of the software. 
The flow charts for the ISR are shown in F;.gures 4.1a, 4.1b, and 4.1c. 
This section of the program is executed after every transmit pulse. The 
routine can be in one of three states during execution. 
The first state is called the stall state (Figure 4.1c). Because 
switching between quadrants is done with relays, sufficient time must be given 
to allow the relays to switch. This segment of the program counts ~ specified 
number of interrupts for this delay. A stall counter and a stall flag control 
the flow of this state. If the flag is set to "1" the program counts the 
interrupts until the maximum count is reached. For the present version of 
the collection program the maximum count is ten. This gives the relays 50 
millisecond to switch for a PRF of 200 Hz. 
The second state is called the wait state (Figure 4.1b). During this 
time the stall flag is set and the next antenna is switched into the receiver. 
One of the output ports on the parallel interface controls the quad $elect. 
By writing the appropriate number to the J2 port one of the four antennas is 
sampled; the following list shows the number and the quadrant it selects. 
QUADRANT 
NE 
trn 
SW 
SE 
VALUE IN HEX TO SELECT 
OE 
OD 
OB 
07 
After all quadrl1nts are sampled the pointers in the program are updated. 
The sample ready flag is eet for the processing part of the program. The 
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Figure 4.la Flowchart for interrupt service routine (ISR) 
collection state. 
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Figure 4.lb Flowchart for (ISR) wait state. 
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value. for the new .ample are IUlllDed to calculate thit meai\ liana1 level for 
each antenna at each altitude. If enouah .a.plel have been collected for 
one minute of data, the end-of-record flaa i •• et, and all other flaa' are 
cleared. If not, the proaram check~ to lee if the .taU count h let for "1" 
and either increment. the .tall counter or clears the .tall flag. 
The talt state of the ISR collects the datn from the AID (Figure 4.1a). 
The fir.t .tep during thi. pha.e is to Iynchronize the AID Itart convert 
lianal with the program. T~er 1 il uaed on the versatile interface adapter 
(VIA) for thia control signal. It generatea a square wave with a frequency 
equal to 106/(2N + 4) where N is the value in the timer 1 latch. The output 
port will toggle PB7, which il the MBB of the port. each time the timer 1 
counts down the value in the latch. By writing to the output port, PB7 is 
relet and the countdown restarts. Once the AID is synchronized a dummy read 
il done to enable latching on the input port. 
The prog~am also activates one of the annunciator. on the Apple game 
I/O port by writing and reading a memory location" This give. an indication 
when the program is reading data. Tbil signal which is gellorated on pin #15 
of the game port is u8ed to let the altitude range gate. The program then 
reads 20 8amples into memory and sums eight of thOle lamplel into the input 
buffer. This summation is performed ten times for each antenna and altitude. 
Thil oversampling improves the quantization of the 8ignal and il recommended 
when the AID has a 8mall word length (Hagen et al., 1973). 
When the computer is not b"~y with the ISR it is computing the correla-
tion functions. The routine that performs this operation is called neORR~ 
The flowcharts for this routine are shown in Figure 4.2. The routine neORR 
computes the auto- and cross correlations in this manner it i8 necesary to save 
the palt ttL" lamp lei • where ''L'' correlponds to the number of lagl that mUlt be 
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Figure 4.2 Flowchart for main code DCORR. 
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computed. By noting that for a crol' correlation RAB(T) where A and Bare 
the two different aeries, NsA (T) form. the negative laga for RAB (T). For the 
four-antenna 'y,tem, four autocorrelation. and .ix crOll correlationa mUlt be 
computed. The collection program compute. these by comput'ng .ixteen cor-
relations with five positive lags and the zero lag. This simplifies the 
program and reduces the execution ti~e to compute the correlation functions. 
After each sample becomes available for proceuing the progr_ adds the 
products that have been computed with the past L samples to the lag table. 
This operation can easily be understood if the products added to the lag 
table are displayed in the format shown in Figure 4.3. In this example the 
first two lags plus zero lag are computed. At a time T1 the fir.st sample is 
available for procesaing. The products formed at this time interval are 
added to the corresponding lag bins. At the next time interval the calcula-
tion is repeated with the lag reference advanced by one. By repeating this 
process the values in the lag bins will contain the desired results at the 
end of the sampling interval. For the drifts-collection program the process 
is repeated 128 times, this corresponds to a 51-second sampling interval. 
4.3 POSTPROCESSING SOFTWARE 
The postprocessing software performs the full correlation analysis. The 
input to this program is the correlation functions computed by the collection 
software. The output generated includes various parameters of the analysis 
that are of interest. 
The flowcharts for the postprocessing program are shown in Figures 4.4a, 
4.4b, 4.4c, and 4.4d. Two different versions of this program have been 
written. The first version, which follows the flowcharts, calculates the 
drifts velocity four times with different combinations of three antennas. 
Because of an unexpected failure in the relay network for the NE quadrant, a 
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Figure 4.3 Method used to calculate correlation functions (refer to text). 
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.econd version of the processing program was developed. The second version i • 
• imilar to the first e~cept that it is optimized to calculate the drift 
velocity once with one combination of three antennas. 
The major computations for the postprocessing program are: 
1) Complete the calculation of the auto- ,\\nd croll corrl!lation •• 
2) Interpolate the cross correlation to d,)termine the ~rue maximum. 
3) Compute the ellipse and its parameters. 
4) Compute the apparent and true velocities. 
The collection software does not have time to complete the calculation 
of the correlation functions. It stares all the necessary infolf'mation so that 
the postprocessing program can complete the computation. The actual data 
that the processing program has to work with are the sum of the products and 
the mean values. The sums of the products, which are more commonly referred 
to as the autocorrelation and cross correlation, are four-byte integer values. 
The autocovariance is computed by subtracting the square of the mean and the 
cross covariance is computed by subtracting the product of the means. After 
the cross covariances are normalized using the zero lag of the autocovariance 
the autocovariance is normalized. The use of the terms autocorrelation and 
cross correlation throughout the rest of the text refer to the normalized 
autocovariance and the cross covariance. 
Once the correlation functions are computed the next calculation is to 
interpolate the maximum of the cross correlations. For this interpolation a 
polynomial of the fourth degree is used. Using Stirling's Fo~ula the first, 
second, third and fourth order differences are computed. If the maximum value 
is denoted by Yo the required differences are 
6Y_1 = Yo - y-1 
6yo = Y1 - Yo 
6 2y -1 = Y 1 - 2y 0 + y-1 
= Y2 - 3y - y o -1 
= y 2 - 4y 1 + 6y 0 -
The form of the polynomial is: 
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y ~ ao + alx + a2x2 + a3x3 + a4x4 
The values of the "a" constants for this equation are: 
8 1 • 1/2(6Y_I + 6yo) - 1/12(6 3Y_2 + 6 3Y_I) 
8 2 • 1/2~62Y_I) - 1/2464Y_2 
a3 • 1/12(A3Y_2 + 63Y_l) 
a4 • 1/246
4Y_2 
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To determine where the maximum occurs it is necessary to let the deriva-
tive equal to zero. 
* == alx + 2a2x + 3a3x2 + 4a4x3 ... 0 
The roots to this equation can be found by applying Newton's method. This 
requires the next derivative: 
The first approximation to the root is zero since the equation has been formed 
with respect to the maximum value y located at x • O. By iteration the 
o 
interpolated value of x io found by using 
_ _ ~/d2y 
~ - ~-1 dx dx2 
"N" times lUltil the root converges to a specified tolerance. The. 'nlue of N 
for the processing program is 100. Most of the time only a few iterations 
are necessary for convergence. 
Once the value of x is determined the maximum value is computed by 
evaluating the polynomial. The time delay in seconds is computed from 
TD • [(KM - 6) + x] *.4 + CA 
The value of KM i, the index where the maximum occurred. For the zero lag the 
index KM would have the value of six. For positive lags take on the values 
7-11, for Degative lags the values 5-1. The values of "CA" is an antenna 
cycling correction value since all antennas are not sampled at the same time. 
I 
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The approach taken to interpolating the maximum h agr,at i_prov_ent 
over th~ fomer procelling progr_. That program WAi an adapt ion of the 
analysis progr_ u.ed at the University of Adelaide (Au.traUa) for driftrJ 
analysis (Weiland in Edwards 1978). The former program did not have an 
iteration limit for the determination of the maximum. It al.o u.ed a dif-
ferent method for .olving the maximum that waited time, and at time. lacked 
accuracy. 
The second vertion of the procesdng progr_ allo did a parabolic inter-
polation if the iteration limit was exceeded or if the maximum of the cro •• 
correlation was outside the range of plus or minul the third lag. Becaule the 
fourth order fit requires two values on either side of the maximum, and only 
the ±5 lags are computed, the parabolic interpolation allows a maximum to be 
computed if it occurs on the ±4th lag. The fourth-order fit may not converge 
rapidly if the peak i& broad. In thi. case a parabolic fit i. the best 
approximation that can be made. The calculated value of x for thi. fit i. 
x = 
and the maximum correlation value il 
The next step in the calculation is the determination of the ellipse. 
From the analysis the ellip~ is defined by the endpoints of the vector •• 
(Ve ')12' (Ve ')13' (Ve ')23. The general form of an ellipse in polar coordi-
nates that has been rotated through .000e angle So is 
1 
=-2 
r 
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.ufficient to dete~ine the cb~racteri.tic. of the .llip" (rook. 1965). 
By dafinina the two variable.: 
1 1 D ----12 r12 r22 
1 1 D ----13 r12 r32 
the value of eo can be dete~ined fro. the formula 
tan2So 
012(~os2e1 - cos2e3) - 013(cos2e1 - cos2e3) 
. - ---- --013(s1n261 ~. sin262) - 012(sin291 - sin2e3) 
The value. of a2 and b2 are: 
2 (K3K2 - K1K4) a OIl 2 , 2 (K2/r2 - K4/r1 ) 
where 
K1 = 
1 + cos2(s1 - eo) 
2 
K3 :: 1 + cos2{62 - So) 2 
i - cos2(e2 - 60) 
K4 = 2 
4S 
Beca\1 tie the cQrrelation contours can have any shape whatloever (Brigg. 1950), 
the values of a2 and b2 may be negative. When thi. occur. the analy.i. is 
aborted. 
The last computation will calculate the apparent and true velocities. To 
calculate the apparent velocity the vector., V12' ,V13' ,V23' ,are computed. The 
.agnitudes are 
d 
V' = ..:!.i 
ij t.ij 
where d1j is the baseline distance between the antennas and t ij is the time 
di.plac~~nt from the cross correlation. The angle for each vector is the 
angle measured clockwise from north from "i" to "j". The endpoints of these 
vectors define the V'-line. To compute the best fit t the method of weigbted 
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lea.t Bqua rei it u.ed. The value of the Wils -2 is (1'1) • By ttan.forlllina the 
polar coordinate. of the.e endpoint. to carte.ian coordinate. (X.Y) the 
Y-intercept (YI) and .lope of the line (H) are aiven by 
M • 
EWEWXY- EWYEWX 
EWE WX2 (>:: W X) 2 
Once the slope and intercept are calculated the apparent velocity can be com-
puted. The apparent velocity h defined by the di.tance and direction of the 
line that join. the origin to the point (X.Y) perpendicular to the VI-line. 
The value. of X and Yare: 
x = -m (m + .1 ) 
m 
Y. a 
(m2 + 1) 
and the apparent velocity in polar coordinates i. 
-1 ~ '" tan (y/x) 
a 
The next step is to calculate the point of tangency between the ellipse and 
the VI-line. To calculate this point it is convenient to rotate the coordi-
nate system so that cartesian coordinates can be u.ed. The slope at any 
point (X
o 
t yo) on the elliple becomes: 
_b 2 Xo 
m=--
a 2 YO 
The slope m that is equated to this i. 
m' = 
-1 b 2 XO· 
tan ($ - e ) = - 2' <y-) 
a 0 a 0 
The possible .olutions to the tangency point are 
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The corre¢t value. of Xo and Yo are cholen ba.ed on the fact that the true 
velocity 1Ilu.t be within 90 degree. of the apparent velocity (Fooks and Jones 
1961). The vector defined to the point (xo• Yo) h known 81 the (Vc'>Vvectoro 
• 
The vector that lies ~n the .ame direction 4s the (Vc')v vector but extends 
to the VI-line i. referred to a. the V' vector. To calculate thi. vector the 
y-intercept calculated for the VI-line mu.t be rotated to the new coordinated 
.y.tem. The tran.formation i. 
Yl' • V [sin(~ - a ) - mt cos(~ - a )] a a 0 a 0 
If the alope of the V' vector i. lIlto The endpoint coordinate. of the V· 
vector are: 
YI' 
x • -=-=---".. 
m - m' t 
The magnitude of the true velocity i8 then 
(V' ).2 (X 2 + Y 2) 
Iv drift I = c v = j 0 0 
V' X2 + y2 
Y • 
mt YI' 
m - m' t 
The dire~tion of drift, at' mu.t be 1Ilodified by eo because the value calculated 
was in the rotated coordinate sy.tem. Therefore a • e' + e • 
t t 0 
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5. COMPA1IS~ OF PARTIAL-REFLECTION AND COHERENT-SCATTER WIUD DATA 
The new partial-reflection drift. exp~riment ~a. used to make .imul-
t4neous mea.urement. with coherent scatter on April 24 and 25 of 1982. Thele 
data are unique because during the time of theob.ervation. the upper 
atmo.phere was expo.ed to energetic e.lectron. from a solar flare. According 
to Brigg' (1981), the.e two technique. uled to determine atmo'pheric, wind. are 
ba.ically the same, therefore the mean horizontal winds for the two days were 
compared between the e~periments to determine if .imilarities existed. 
The horizontal-wind velocity computed by coherent scatter is a projection 
of the N-S and E-W components onto the line-of-sight direction for their 
antenna system. The antenna system is pointed in the south-east direction at 
an azimuth angle of 126 deg from t.he north, 1.5 deg off-vertical. The wind 
velocity components calculated by the partial-reflection-drifts experiment 
are projected onto the same azimuth for comparisons. 
Because of the small angle from vertical that is used to determine the 
horizontal velocity for coherent scatter, hourly means are used for the 
comparison. The altitudes that overlap between the experiments are 70.5, 
75, 84, 88.5, 93, and 97.5 kilometers. 
The comparison of the results shows a positive correlation for five of 
the six altitudes and are shown in Figures 5.1 - 5.5. The points on the 
scatter plot should form a straight line with the slope equal to unity. The 
comparison at 79.5 km yields a correlation coefficient of .54 and a con-
fidence level of 96.3%. The results at the next al titllde had a correlation 
coefficient of .357 with a confideuce level of 86.7%. These altitudes 
indicate a definite similarity between the two experiments. The comparison 
at 75 and 93 kilometers had a weak correlation. The correlation at 97.5 km 
was .524 with a confidence level of 95.~%. The slope of the scatter plot 
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Figure S.l Scatter plot at 75 km. 
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DATE: 4/24/82 
ALT= 79.5km 
PHO = 0.540 
CONF LEVEL = 96.3% 
PR VELOCITY (m/s) 
l~igure 5.2 Scatter plot at 79.5 km. 
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PHO=0.3&7 
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DATE: 4/24/82 
ALT=93.0 km 
PHO=0.135 
CONF LEVEL = 66.03°/0 
PR VELOCITY (m/s) 
Figure 5.4 Scatter plot at 93 km. 
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Figure 5.5 Scatter plot at 97.5 km. 
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for this altitude does not match the expected alope for a one-to-one agree-
ment. 
For some altitudes the agreement between coherent scatter and partial 
reflection is quite good. One observation about the altitudes that shows 
the greatest agreemen~ is that they also correspond to regions where the 
scattered power is large, from 75 to 88.5 km altitude. The smaller correla-
tions at 84 km and 75 km are somewhat unexpected if large scattered power 
improves the comparison. 
The computer simulation of the drifts experiments done by Pitteway et 
ale (1971) sho~s an interesting result. In the simulation the calculated 
drift velocity is plotted versus noise factor (Figure 5.6). The noise factor 
is a velocity perturbation, introduced to account for random changes in the 
ionosphere. If the calculated drift velocity tends to be larger than the 
actual drift, with an increasing noise factor, the scatter plots at 84 km and 
75 km may indicate this. By reducing the magnitude of the velocity calculated 
by the drifts experiment, better correlations result. The disagreement that 
occurs at 97.5 km may be due to receiver saturation. At thi5 altitude the 
receiver saturates a small percentage of the time. During the collection of 
these data the objective of keeping the gain set for a range that is accept-
able for all altitudes is hard to accomplish because of the large variations 
in the signal strength. The preliminary results from this simultaneous 
experiment indicate the need for future comparisons. 
-~ 
E 
-
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Figure 5.~ Drift velocity as a function of 
velocity perturb~tion factor. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGEStIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The work has dealt with the enhancement I of the partial-reflection 
drifts experiment and the preliminary results of limuitaneoul measurem~nts. 
The modifications to the system: 
1) Allow simultaneous measurements with coherent scatter; 
2) Enable the drifts experiment to operate continuoully 10 that large 
amounts of data could be collected; 
3) Decrease the time required for postprocessing of data which has 
a direct relationship to the amount of data that can be collected daily; and 
4) Permit easy access to processed results by storing them on floppy 
disk. 
The results of the preliminary simultaneous measurements have indicated 
an agreement between the drifts method and coherent-seatter's method for 
determining horizontal wind velocity. This set of results indicates the 
need to continue simultaneous measurements under careful control of the 
receiver gain. until enough data have been collected to assure statistical 
significance. 
Future improvements to the system could solve the remaining prohlems. 
1) -Signal-to-Noise-Ratio. By adding phase detectors so that coherent 
detection can be used the SNR would improve since the signal then can be 
integrated. 
2) Transmitter. If the transmitter power could be increased the lower 
limit of the altitude range could be reduced. 
3) Quadrant-Switching Network. This relay network should be replaced 
with electronic switching. The present design is not reliable for extended 
use. 
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4) Computer. If coherent detection is use4, gr~ater computinl ~wer 
il neceslary to handle the complex correlation functions. 
5) Receiver G~in. The larle variance in siloal amplitude dictates 
that a programmable attenuator is necessary to attenuate silnals at .elected 
altitude range gates. 
APPENDIX I 
CO~LgCTION PROGRAM. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
FORGET DRIFT I ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• COLLECTION SOF'lWARP.: FOR PARTIAL • 
: REFLECTION DRIFTS EXPERIMENT : 
: ~gRP¥iiSFe8AO~iNRlOI'sfiAR8hti!°HI : 
: HARDWARE MULTIPLIER : 
.. LIMITS: • 
• ~. EIGHT DTITUDES MAXIMUM •• 
• • SIX LAG INCLUDING ZERO LAG 
•
• • PLUS"" MINUS 5 LAGS FOR CROSS ,. CORRELATIONS 
: 4. MAXIMUM PRl" WI'm ABOVE LIMITS IS : 
• 200 HZ • 
• WR~TTf2{ BY • 
: ttA!OND L. RUGGERIO : 
• • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~) DRIFT , ~~l VARIABLE MINUTES I HHH ~lIitltl !OIT 
o 0000 VARIABLE lIGATE 1 0000 VARIABLE PADDR2 
~ ~0~2I¥~5ABLE PAD DR 
4 HEX 
5 FF Cll2 C 1 ·l SET DDRB FOR OOTPUT ) ~ ~g 8, ~ gl . 8'iA~t~ ~NTERRUPTS ON VIA ) 8 03 C784 CI TlMERl SET FOR 100KHZ ) ~ 00 C785 CI 
r g~ g~g~ 81 I I8I ~~~ ~8RL~HEBSiTSNtERRUPTS ) 
42 00 C703 CI DORA SET FOR IN~UT ) 
43 FF C702 C I DDRB SET FOR OOTPUT ) 
2~ 00 C70E CI CLEAR IER ) 
is t~DE DCORR (MAIN CODE FOR COLLECTION ) lj 'EGI: ItD~AvE ZERO PAGE AND REPLAC ) 
4 00 hX' LDAA ( WI'm ZERO PAGE NEEDE~ FOR PROGRAM ) ;~ ~~8o :~ ~5A: ~j 00 ,X ~i~' 
i~ ENDNE ' DE I' LOX, ( CLEAR MEMORY FOR LAG TABLE COMPUTATIONS ~8 : tEX' 
58 E1 STA: S~ 00 I LOA, h ~~GIN ST.A, 
n EB~~N' STA, U ~DNE, INY, 
n E 6~i: 
il B~DNi'LDX, ( CLEAR ADDITIONAL MEMORY FOR LSI or LAG TABLE) 
n ~8 : t8X' 72 EO STY: 73 E1 STA 
14 OU • LOA: 71 BEGIN, ~ E3~~N§TA, 
7 INY 
ii" ;::::~A!~ (.EAD CLOCK ....... POR .'NO.' TO PLIP I it I '¥t: C , LDA: 
3 STA, 
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( JUM' TO SUBROUTINE TO READ CLOCK ) 
( CONTINUE TO READ CLOCK UMTILL MIMUTE 'LIPS) 
( READ TIME INTO MlMORY LOCATIONS 4071-407' ) 
( DISPLAY HRS AND MINUTES ON SCREEN , 
( SET INT'-Q~TION TABLE POINTERS ) ( rOR INCOMING DATA , 
( 'l'HESE ARE POINTERS FOR '11IE ISR ) 
( ENABLE INTERRU P1'5 ON VIA ) 
( CLEAR INTERRUP1' STA'ru.S FLAG ) 
WAIT TIlIL SAMPLE READY FOR PROCESSING 
CLEAR FLAGS rOR SAMPLE READY AND END or MINUTE 
SET LAG TABLE POINTERS FOR COMPUTATION ) 
rIND ZERO LAG VALUES' 
SET COMPUTATION POINTERS ) SET HTS-8 I 
SET LAGS DONE • 0 ) 
LOAD LAG '0' VALUES INTO ZERO PAGE) FOR COMPUTATION ) ) N-W ANTENNA QUAD 1 
N-E ANTENNA QUAD 2 
S-w ANTENNA QUAD 3 
S-E ANTENNA QUAO .. 
RESET Y REG FOR LAG TABLE INDEX ) 
c (R~iliA~¥~~~~=T~I~fnr& TO ANT£~NA FROM LAG'NI ( CALCULATE ADDRESS FOR NEXT LAG VARIABLE ) 
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LOAD VA!~UE fROII LAG ZERO INTO MI'l'H PROCESSOR CARD ) 
\ 
I 
! 
A3 . , 
ORIGINAL PAGE fS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
~ I UL"tU 98'1";L.I.. IIftO lao MGI , I
, ' 
i)y f 
) N, II )~ m: 
" S'1'0' 
ti )Y "': AS )Y LOA! 
:1 )Y m: 1 )y fTot: 
B ,f60' ( RIII~ Y REG ) 
A DEC: ( DIC NUMIER or Hft DONE 
IrNI ~Ri2 () JMP, ( Ir ALL HTI NO' DONI DO NlXT OMI a' S'rA IN ' .'&~, ( WAIT rOR NEXT SAMPLE) i NE , , ~~ A. ~~ ( READY rOR NEX~ SAMPLE CLEAR rLAG 
'0 • L~: ( CHEeI TO SEI!: I, ALL SAMPLE ~UElf ) hE CM, 
ADDIt () JMP, lP "0'1' RITURN TO PROCISSING ) 
00 EN; fgI' (lP so, '1'IIEN DUlLE INTIRllJP1'1 ON VIA AND nOCt:SSoR ) 
C78E S~A: 
CloE L ... ~T,At ° ..... KOVI NlAN VALUII or IIGNAL TO UIIOII ARIA or LAG TABLE ) ~ • f1)t: 
F STA 
.1 • t.DA: fF • f1)~: 
Bij~~LDY' 
ug. t~'LDA, 
FO /Y STA, 
DEY, 
4£32 tX LOA, 
FO /Y STA, 
~ .~oo ,X g~I: F Y STOAA, ° L (ZERO MEMORY LOCATIONS rOR MEAN ) 
I un ~i lIi~ DEY' F~ENDPL'DE8: ~I liON': iii~ ( CL'" 'LOG. ) RfINi ( Jt':TURN nRO PAGE JEOO',X ~¥l: 
~l 3FOO I.X LOA, 00 ,.11. STA, ENDNE DEX, 
7 J ENDC06E ( END OF CODE DeOM ) 7~ ! WAITISR IS PART OF 'l'HE ISR. IT IS USED TO SWITCH '1'IIE RELAYS 11 H~vgRRlINT~I~~r&E~~ ~EMBgt¥fAl~i6I~'pJLXN~lltlTP!1aI TO 
1
2 CONTINUE 'l'HE PROCESSING IN, DCORR. IT ALSO SUMS UP 'till VALUIS } OF THE LAST t'"PLE TO OB~A!t! MEAN VALUES or '1'B1 SIGNALS IN 
! Wo~ iit¥HI rB-rHTEaiHc8&1 FOR WAITISR ) ) ! it • ii,: (11'1' S'1'ALL 'LAG ) I Hi • ~i: (INC ANTENNA COUNTER ) 
., 
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( CO.N'AR:P; FOR ALL ANTENNAS SAN' .... ED ? 
( IF NOT JUST SNITCH ANTENNA) 
( CLIM INTEGRATION COUIftIR ) 
( INC S'l'ALEt COUHTEIt rOR R&AY .,ITCHING 
( RE'l'URN FROM INTEJUI.J fir ) 
(li'lX l'OINTERS rolt ZEItO EtAG ) 
( SWITCH RELAY '1'0 QUADl FOR INPUT ) 
( SUM UP VALUES rOR .'DIIS SAN'EtE '1'0 CONPUTE ) ( MEAN or EACH dTDfM-AND-!ACH HT ) 
( CL!AR NUT LAG AREA FOR INCOMING VALUES ) 
( SET FLAG FOR NEXT SAMPLE READY , 
( RE'l'URN FROM INTERRJ fir ) 
IF STALL COUNT • MAX COUNT CLEAR FLAGS 
RE'l'URN FRat INTERRJ fir ) 
( IF ALL SAMPLES TAKEN SET FLAG FOR END OF MINUTE ) 
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( ADD DATA TO BUFFER ) 
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1.1 HEHONY USAGE }'OR COLLECTION SOFTWARE. 
l 
ADDRESS ABBREVIATED DEFINITION OF VARIABLE 
IN llEX S\'MBOL 
80-81 
--
Temp. storage for computation of mUlto 
86-87 RLLL La, table point to LSB 
88-89 RLL La, table pointer to low byte 
8A-8B RLM La, t~ble pointer to med byte 
8C-8D RLll La, table pointer to high byte 
8E-8F PA Contains addres 8 for input port 
90-99 Tanp. storage for lag zero valuel 
- during multo 
A6 .... A1 TEMP Temporary storage byte 
A2 HTS Height counter used for procelaing 
. - " 
A3-A4 LOLB Lag 0 low byte pointer 
AS-A6 LOAB Log 0 high byte pointer 
A7 I LAG La, counter for procel ling 
AA. ClCT Integration counter 
AB-AC LeI liB Incoming integration counter high byte 
AD-AE LCILB Incoming integration counter low byte 
B1-B7 NLAG Offset pointers for computation 
n8-BB ASW Antenna switching values 
BC ANT Antenna counter (index to ASW) 
BD FFe Counter for samples collected vs. EOa 
BE DFLAG End of record fbg (E()R) 
CO Set Stall counter for ISa 
C1 DrC Done £lag for lample ready 
02-09 NLHT 
EO-El TDlP 
E4 STALL 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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Computation varia~le 
Temp. storage byte. 
Stall flag byte 
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LAG 
TABLE 
LAG 
TABLE 
-c 
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I. 2 MEMORY MAP. 
7300 ~~ ~~ 
7200 
7100 
7000 LSB's LSB's 
4E90 4EAO 
4EOO Incoming mean values Input Buffer 
4DOO High bytes of last 6 lags. Hts 1-8 
4COO Low bytes of last 6 lags, Hts 1-8 
,. 4BOO I~ , ~ 
4AOO 
4900 
4800 Low Bytes Low Bytca 
4700 
." 
j~ j~ 
4600 
4500 
4400 
4300 
4200 
4100 
Mean 
'-
4000 High Bytes Time Med Bytes· Values 
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HTS 7 & '8 
HTS 5 & 6 
HTS 3 & 4 
HTS 1 & 2 
HTS 7 & 8 
HTS 5 & 6 
HTS 3 & 4 
HTS 1 & 2 
Hf #8 
HT #7 
HT #6 
HT #5 
HT #4 
HT #3 
HT #2 
HT #1 
APPENDIX 11 
POSTPROCESSING PROGRAMS. 
11.1 3-ANTENNAS. 
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1 REM I C$8MO 
10 DIaAl~f8t~~$t)tA1~f'§A~~'fY(8)'AM(8)'P(8,3)'TD(8,3),VX(3),VY(3),CA(3) 
I i~lII · 6~61~A~~t'~'~:!1~1~~t~'l3) • 2.356194 ~ : ~11~!~tA12~~!~~I~~(~~ .. 3 P T PRINT ~INPUT PARM FOR OUTPUT FILE~ 
~ ~ftI~~ :~~ffi~'~J~Ntgiu~RVR B PRINT ~INPUT PARK FOR ~TA FILE5~ 
I 
P~~~~T"~~~i~~GFf£~il~I:IQ~8~TMEMS 
PRINT :STARTING VOLU~~'I INPUT V5 ~RINT END~~ VOLUME ,1 INPUT VE DpRiNTC"~~ "O~ENRE5ULTSL§· ,SR," ,V· ,VR 
PRINT ~$t"WRITERESUL.~ ~~i~~ D~'~£O~t K~~~LTS" FOR VZ • VS TO VE 
I FOR MF- KS TO ME DS· CHRS !4) 1 REM CTRL-D PRINT i PR NT ~WQRKING ON FILE''',MF ~~I~~ ~$t't:B~g~~tX' ,MF; II ,ASBAOO,56 ,V" ,VZ PRINT . LOADOAT"{MF'~'A$~600LS6,V"'VZ FOR H· TO 8:EV H) • Ot NEXT H Z • 01 FOR N • 354 8 TO 354551Z • Z • 10 + PEEK (N) - 176 f~ fEXT N .. S • 3532~:S2 • 35456:S3 • 37376:54 • 38400 BIO~ ~i"+ 2~2 ~ (H - 1) :B2 • 52 + 256 • (H - 1) :83 • 53 + 128 • (H -~t~ B4)8 54 + 128 • (H - 1) A • 0: FOR I • 1 TO 3:IA • ID/I) A • A + l:L • 0: FOR IL • 0 TO 80 5TEP 16 ~JR XC1H~A~~~ • 16777216· PEE~ (Bl + IL + IAl + 65536. PEE~ (B2 + IL + 
240 ~ElT+Ii.f6N~XTP¥~KN~n ~ IL + IA) + PEEK (B4 + IL + IA) 
244 GOSUB 3000 
~~B ~8~ ~ : I f8 ~iBrE.~{sil+J~~i3,JtH - 1) + J3:82·. 52 + 256 • (H - 1) + 
i3:B3 • 53 + IZ8 H - 1J + J3:L • 5 ~~! BFOR ¥t ! 52~O·BdHSTE~)1~ 3 ~~g ~C(H~C~Lt • 16777216. PEEK (Bl + IL~ + 65536. PEEK (B2 + IL) + 25 6· ~EtK (B3 + IL) + P~E~ {B4 + IL 
270 C~(~lCIL).·A~C~(Y~CILJ / (134 - L) - M(H,J1) • SM(H,J2» / SQR (AC( 
275 N~XT'IL: NEX~ h: fo~ H • 1 TO 8:81 • Sl + 256 • /H - 1) + J4:B2 • 52 
+ 256 * iH - 1) + J4:B3 • 53 + 256 • (H - 1) + J4:L • 6 ~Z~ B4 • 54 + 28· ~H - 1) + J4 ~I~ c~?n,e~L) m61~97~~1~T~P ~~~* (B~ + iL~ + 655J6. PEEK (B2 + IL) + 25 
6· ~E~K (B3 + IL) + P~F.K (B4 + IL~ 
295 C~(YICl~).=A~9~(~~ClLl / (122 + L) - M(H,J1) * SM(H,J2» / SQR (AC( 
196 N~XT'IL: NEXT ~: ~Ek~ C l~ RESTORE F~R H .. 1 TO 8: FO~ A • 1 TO 3i· FOR L • 2 TO 6 AC HAL) ft AC(H A L)~/ ACeH A ) 3 2 N xt L:SK(H,A) ~ 'INT (100 , 'LOG (AC(H,A,1»):AC(H,A,1) • 1: NEXT A 
. : NEXT H 
41!8 ~9~ ~ : ~ ~~ ~ 00 ACEHti-lLL) ,. TAC(H,1,L) + AC(H,2,L) + AC(H,3,L» / 3.0 
lR ~O~ H ! ~EfO u 6~~ KIF ~*M~ Ac1~,i?f)LTHEi ig06 620 MX ,. AC(H,l,LI HR K • [, n~ ~~~'f ~ MX 61~ I~ K < 2 THEN EV(H) • 1 
I 
NEXT H REM 5TART OF CURVE FIT ~~ FOR H • 1 TO 8: FOR C • 1 TO 3 IF EVeH) < > 0 THEN 920 MX· CC(H~CL1):K • 1 FOR L • L. 'J,'O 11 
! 
I 
I 
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- 2 *( CC(H,C,K) + CC(H,C,K + 1) 
- CC H,e,K + 1) 
! ~ : :~ i ~~C~s * CF * X * X 
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TiETuR~R (AI I (1 - AC(H,1,2») * .4 
A •• 5 * (AC~HLliK - 11 ~ 2 *.ACCHL1,Kl + AC(H,l,K + 1» ~ • • ~H * (Or (H" ft + ) - AC (H, 1, f\ - » 
T+F.A S:ttr+>(taO~lcf"'N(~ltOB» • 4 
RE'.ro N • GH· * B1- A(*. (C - PM1: fF GH <) n.o THEN 7170 TT· K - - J3 + SOft ~GH ) ,A i. 4 RETU N 
... 
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DIE~ 1 "u'vlo*~~ E~LfP"E ~~ v 
8 b. : D{ * Y c;s Vt ~ ; Al) 1 c~s vU * A3» - D2 * ( cos (2 * AU - (;05 
7340 ~_: r~ dOl: flfIN (2 * Al) - SIN (2 * A3» - D2 * ( SIN (2 * Al ~ 9 ~~::I: it'! ~88~1~ : t~~ : t=lll 
7 I K3· .5 * ! + cos ~ * A~ - TN I ~~ · ~~ * ~ - CO~ 2 * A2 - TN ~ : b ~ ~fril~v~ :4~~~ : ttl ~ i~i : ~iJ J IF TN < 0 Ta '·OTN + 3.f4l59 IF BS < AS TH N .4 
74 K1· AS:AS • BSIBS • K11TH • TN + L.57079 74 0 IF AS < 0 OR BS < 0 THEN 7460 7445 AX. SQR (AS) :8X. SQR (BS) ~2~8 ~~flYR~ 4: RE'.roRN 
7170 REM SLINE FIT FOR APPAR~T v~ ~ !~ =~ : Q17.(~~tiIV!)~!2.·v~( i(~2W3 ~2~~'~~. 1 I (V3 ~ V3) 
7 ~~ WX • W1 • VX 1 + W2 * VX( + W3 • VX(3 l!l~ ~i : =t : ~~ 1 : ~ifl~ + ~ : ~~f~J : ~x!~J + I~ : ~I!JJ : ~ifJJ ~! sw· wi + W2 + W3 
1 4 YI· ~ * xx - wx * WX 50 SP • R~ • XY - WY * WX) / YI:YI • (WY * xx - wx * XY) I YI 7 U I~TU NSUB TO CAL APPARENT , TRUE VEL 
~i~B ~f~l : ~~: gg~ ~~ll;~~~~l : ~~: iiU ~~!l ~ ~H ~~b§bB·7~~0· COS /Ajj:VY/3j • vj· SIN /A31 
lila ~ : Yi~ZI(~p(:Pst ~ {~SP) 
7890 VSOSUB~~OOX X + Y Y) 
II!! 
TA • TX - ~: IF TA • 0 THEN TA • .017 ~i: VALl I.~SI!AN(TI~)- sp. cos (TA» Y • SS R BS + SP ~ SP ~ ASf x m ABS ~S) AS I $OR (BS + p. SP • AS) 7 3 IF ABS SP - X * 9S ,-(Y * AS) < .0001 ~~EN 7990 7 4 GOSUB 90 0 7 5 T1. TX:X· - x:y. - Y: GOSUB 9000 ~j~8 !gT,}!B3~n: i;l~ ~ l:~n~U Bt~U ~ : i;i ~ ~8 X. - X: GOSUB 9000:T1 • '1'X:X. ABS (X):y. - Y 8 00 G'/SUB 9000 
81~0 iF ABS (Tl - TAl < 1.570796 TH. EN '1''1' • T1 I ~g x6F• ~~0(;XY7XT~)y~ }·bt87~6xoa!Nsir • '1'X 4i ~c·.(i~ : is ~ ~8)*7y~Y I 0 - SP) J~t~ ~~ : V~, (sS~S (i (~ ~ ~ ~ i ;) ~~/. VCsQR1\~Cl § TT· T'l' + TN: TA .. TA + TN ~ ~~TURNSUB FOR ARCTAN 0-360 
9004 TX • 0 
1015 IF X • 0.00 THP.N 9060 R ~ IF Y • 0.00 THEN ~090 H H IF X > 8 AND Y > 0 THEN '1'X· A'H (Y ~ X) I~i~ i~ ~ ~ 0 ~g i ~ 8 Bt~ i;~ : ~:14L5 - ~~ ( !/~ ~)X) IF X < 0 AND Y < THEN TX • 3. U5 + ATN (Y x1 RETURN ' 1 IF Y > 0.00 THEN TX • L.5707963 98 8 IF Y < 0.00 THEN TX • 4.7L238 9 RETURN 
9I90 IF X > 0.00 THEN TX • 0.00 9 00 IF X < 0.00 THEN TX • 3.141592654 9 LO RETURN 
ORlt:l!i~ 1it4.i... t"'~·~<Ji~ :~ 
OF POOR QUAUTY 
I I • 2 4-ANTENNAS 
ORIGINAL PAGE rs 
OF POOR QlJALllY 
1 lIN I C~8AOQ ' 
A(6 I \1 ),,~ 8,4,3J,nj(8,4,3) 10 DIK C)C 8,6111~tC(8'4f6~~V(8'4)'AH(8'4),'(8'6)'TD(I'6)'VX(3),vt(3),C 
I o!I~A5: ~~4f71~~!~lr~J'~'i!tlt~~'~tf~"~'J'13&'tl'2'14'll OA 4~ • OA 2 :OA~5} • 4.712319:0A}6 • 5.497"7 7 OA 7$ • OA 5 :OA 8) • I:QA<9 ·.ta 398 OA 10) ., 0:0 (.11 • O~ l):OA 12) • 2.356194 fllit '5TAlTlIfG FILE ' ': I"fUT HI 00 flIM'. ''DDIMG FILEI ;: IICfUT HE 
1
60 rOI Hr • HS·n HE i D'· CU$ (4 : lEM C'I'IlL-D 'II"T D$ "'iL ADDlTA" ,";'";11 A$8AOO" I .IIU " lLOAODAT" 'MI' "A$ 9600" rOl8 • ! TO 8: FOI •• 'l'TO 4:IV(8 S • 0: MIlT I' •• it • Z • 0: FOI It • 35448 TO 35455:Z • Z' 0 + fEll (MS - 176 nIT " 2 11· 353281S2 • 35456:13 • 37376:14 • 38400 2 0 rOI 8 • 1 TO 8 2 5 11)· 51 + 156 * (B - 1):12 • S1 + 256 * (H - 1);13 •• 3 + 111 • (I -
~18 : .·5~4r611i:! ~BTO f~ STEP 5 
225 A • A - l:L • 0: rOI IL • 0 TO 80 5TE. 16 
130 L • L + 1 235 ACC8,A,L • 16777216. PEEl (11 + IL + lA) + 65536. JIll (12 + IL + 
lA) + 2 6. fEU CI3 + IL + lA) + PEEl (14 + XL + lA) 140 nIT IL: MElT lA: NIIT B 
144 GOSUI 3000 245 FOI C • 1 TO 6: lEAD J1 J2 J3 J4 
250 FOI H • 1 TO 8:11 • 51 ~ Z~6 , CD - 1) + J3:12 • 52 + 256 * (B - 1) + 
J3:13 • S3 + 128 • (H)- 1) + J3:L • 5 251 14 • S4 + 128 * (B - 1 + J3 255 rOI IL • 0 TO 80 STE. 16 260 L • L + 1 
265 CCCH,C~) • 16777216. PEI~ Cl1 + IL) + 65536 * PEEl (12 + IL) + 25 
6 * ~~l (,3 + IL) + ~!K (14 + IL) 
270 Ci(~lClr).·Ac~5(~~Clr~ I (134 - L) - SKCB,J1) • 5K(B,J2» I SQI CAC( 
275 HtXT'II.: !fEXT A: #01 B • 1 TO 8:al • 51 + 156 * CB - 1) + J4:12 • 52 
+ 256 * (H - 1) + J4:13 • S3 + 256 * CD - 1) + J4:L • 6 276 14 • S4 + 128 • (B - 1) + J4 
280 rQl IL • 16 TO 80 STE' 16:L • L - 1 285 CC(H,C~L) • 16777216. P!E~ Cl1 + IL) + 65536 * PIll (12 + IL) + 25 6. rEJl (,3 + IL) + PlE~ (B4 + IL) 
295 C~(~lClr).·Ac~5(~~Clrl I (122 + L) - SK(B,Jl) * SH(I,J2» I IQI (AC( 
296 K!XT'IL: NEXT A: HEXT C 
300 RESTORE 
310 FQR H • 1 TO 8: rOI A • 1 TO 4: rOI L • 2 TO 6 311 AC(!LA1L) • AC(B,A,L) I ACCB,A,l) 
312 NEAT" :AC(lhA .. 1 • 1: NEIT A: NElT B 480 rOl B • 1 '1l1 0 
~ag 5ro~ kC·~H21T~l6+ ACjB 2 L~ + ACtB 3 LI 510 82 ~ AC B:1:L + AC 1:2.:L + AC B:4:L 520 53 • AC H,2,L + AC 1,3,L + AC B,4,L 
530 54 • AC l,l,L + AC H,3,L + AC B,4,L 
540 AC~H'1'L • 5 I. 3. 550 AC H,2,L • S2 Zz 3.0 560 AC H,3,L • 53 3.0 
570 AC !h4 ... L • 54 I 3.0 580 NEA'l": NEXT H 
590 FOI H • 1 TO 8: rOR 8 • 1 TO 4 
600 ~ • l:KI • 1: FOR L • 2 TO 6 610 IF HX <c AC(H,5,L) THEN 650 620 Kl • AC H,5,L 630 ~ • L 
640 NEXT to 650 AM(H S) • HX 
660 IF t < 3 tHEN EV(H,S) • 1 680 NEXT 5: NEXT B 
690 am STAIT OF CURVE FIT 
695 CA(l) • ,l:CA(2) •• 2:CA(3) • .3 
696 CA(4) •• 1:CA(S) •• 2:CA(6) • .1 
700 FOR BC· 1 TO 8: FOI C • 1 TO 6 705 IF EV HJ.l> < > 0 THEN 920 710 Kl • CC(ttAC l):K • 1 720 rOI L • ~ to 11 
730 Ir HX > CC(H,C,L) THEN 755 740 HX • CCCH,C,L 
750 K • L 755 NEXT L 
760 IF AlS (K - 6) > 3 THEN 920 
7& cr • CC~H'C'J: + 21- 2 .~ CC(~"C'~1 + CC(B,C,~ - 2) 7 CG· CC H C ~ + 2 - CC H C K - 2 
7 CH· CC H'C'~ + 1 - CC B'C'K - 1 
800 ~ • cc H:C4'~ + 1 - 2 * ~CtB,C,~ + CC(B,C,~ - 1) 118 i1.·C~F_-2 .·CR~ 111~24 
~ 5: : ~g~: ~6**~)I'l~24 
850 I· - .5 * 5 I I 
71 
I FOI ~ '" 1 to 100 7 'ir· 1.; ~Ft)(~ ;oftO+1 ~;.(q3~ Q + Q + 4 • '1 • I» r2 • It t I + X t (6 Q + d " PI • I) 
.. 
72 
1 '" X ~ F1 ,.,~ . 
:18 .~~~~Lt! «(2:TD~H,C) .)0: GOto.y'o ) ) I ORIGINAL PAG~ 19. U8 ~~6)·. «iP! 6)":X~ :of : ~(~)I • 5 • I 10 • 1II0F POOR QUALnY :~~ PlINTC1 NEXT H . 
111
0 lUIJI t'.1fD or cvan FIT 
1 FIlB.1TOr 
lilli' i~i~l; ii~lii!li ~il:tl1itl ~ i1ii!l~ 6 H,2,2. - 'W ,6: 11, '2! • r H'61 7 ,2,3. - TD B,3: H, ,3 • P H,3 1 I H,3,1. - TD B,l: H,3,1 • P H,l Ii 9 H,3,2. - TD 1,2: H,3,2·' 1,2 
1 20 H,3,3. ~ TD. R,4: B,3,3.' 1,4 
t
iD 8,4,1. - TD !,'~' 1~4,1 ., t" 12 H,4,2 - TD(H,l :IQ H, ,z) - '(I, 
1 1t4i3. TD(B,3 :!Q B,4,3) • '(B,3 
Hi! PIlINT ''TIICI-" i Z 12~· FOR H '" 1 TO 8 218 FOR S • 1 TO 4 122 IF EV(BAS) <) > 0 THEN 1430 
t23H PM • ~(II~S,l i~ ~S~' ~Ou~ < > () II 430 
12 0 VI • 119" SOl (tQ(I,s,l) " tQ(B,S,l) • TT " TT) li~ ~osu~~H6g,2] 
Is38 v~r.EI~~") ~1>(¥Q1B~,!t32 tQ(R,S,2) + TT • TT) 
1~l8 ~osu~~g68,3] 
1~i8 ,JF.En~,l' ~1l»(~1I~.!t32 tQ(B,S,3) + TT • TT) 
lliS 11 ! 5A(A3 S ; d:A2 • O.(AJ + 2):&3 • OAlA] + 3) 
1370 GOSUB 7300: Ir EV(8AS} < > 0 TIEl 1430 1375 PM '" .5: GOSUB 7009:'1.5 '" TT 
1310 GOSUB 73~0: JF EVil'S) < > 0 THII 1430 l~~~ : 1~3 z ft~R~~'2 1410 V3 • 239 7 ~H'S'3 
1415 NT· AlS (T lB'S'l + tQ(a S 3) - TQ(H S 2» 
1416 NT • NT I ( AlS'(iQ R,S,I»'.' AlS (7Q(A,A,2» + AlB (7Q(B,S,3») 1420 GOSUB 7799 _ 
1430 PUNT H'S" "'EV(8 S) 1431 IF EV(H'S)'<' > O'TR~ 1465 
1432 PlINT tNT ~VT J ~),,-;l. IIi (~ • 57.f96)" ". 1433 PIINT INT AX)h ft, fNt (II)~-A, liT T~ .'16)" ". 
1434 PlINT INT VC)"'II~ lIT (57.216'. Tlf) Ii, lIT <10'. IT)" It. 1435 PlIlfT INT 10 .'aY) . , , , , 
1465 NEXT S: NEXT H 
1520 nXT MF 2000 NEW: END 3000 B1 • 35572 41 
3010 rOR(H. 1 TO B: FOI A • 1 TO 4 3020 I. A· 1) • 3 
3030 B2 • 65536. PEEl (B1 + I) + 256 * PEEl (Bl + I • 1) + PIll (II + 
I + 2) 
3040 FOR L • 1 TO 6 
3050 AC(!!..AJL) O!I AC(H,.A,L) , (129 - L) ~ (B2 • 12) I 16314.00 3060 n101" 
3065 IF AC(H,A1 1),< 0 THEN GOSUB 4000 ~8~ S1J~ltAl:B1 D: B11~B256: NElt B: umu 
4000 EnH,l) .) 3:EV(862) • 3:8V(B,3) • 3:8V(B,4) • 3 4010 AC !!d ..... 1 • 7000 4020 'J;UQ 
6999 lEM SUB TO GAL PTS OF AUTOCOU 7000 IF PH > • AM(H,S) TREK 7030 
7018 EV(!!..S) • 10 
702 R~'J;U~ 7025 EV(H,S • 11: REtvlJl 7030 AI • S (1 - PH) 
7040 l • 1 
7050 rOR L • 2 TO 6 
7060 IF AI < AlS (PH - AC(B,P,L» THEK 7090 7070 AI· AlS (PM • AC(H,S,L ) 7080 l • L 
7090 nXT L: IF It > 5 THEK 7025 
7100 IF It < > 1 n!Eij 7130 
7110 TT· ~R (AI I (1 - AC(H,S,2») * .4 7120 RETUR.N 
7130 A •• 5 • (AC(H .... S1l - 1) - 2 • AC(8~S,1) + Ar(H,S,l + 1» 7140 B· .25 • (AC(II,:;,1t 'I' 1) - AC(B,S,~ - 1» ~l~g CIF A~:'~A~» .0001 TREK 7190 
7170 TT • (It - 1 + (PM - CJ I (2 " .» * .4 7180 UTURM 
7190 GH • I " B - A • (C - PM): I' GH < 0.0 THEK 7170 7195 TT • (1 - 1 - (I + SQI (GH» I A) * .4 7200 R.ETUIJI 
i 
\ . 
OfUGJNAL PAGE ~9 
OF POOR QUALITY 
110 o~ 1 ru'vro.C¢t)E~~I·'-'(:~ 'ti 01 to 1 ~ hi • ,1) .. I 7 (Vl • , 
. 3 e = ~1); ( COS (1 • AI)" COl • Al» .. 02 • ( COl (2 * AI).. COl 
7340 to ~ I(CD1 • e)SI. (2 * .1) ~ IXK (2 * AJ» .. DJ • ( ,IM (2 * Al 
... SI. 1. A2) } . 
7150 ~,. A'I'II ( .. nU 
7 60 11 • :, * ~1 +. COS {2 * tAL - !l111 7 70 12 .. .5  " COII~2  A1 .. ttl 
7310 13 - '1* 1 + COl l2 * A2 .. !I 13m 14 ". * 1.. COl l * A2 .. til 13 AI- 1 * 12 .. It 11 ,. o I' .. AS I. 13 I. V1' VI) .. 11 I. ('1 * .1» 4 0 AI - AS 7 12 7 V1·' '2) .. 14 7 ('1 * '1» 
7420 If TK < 0 THl!.lI 'l1C - tlf + 3.1,.H9 
7430 If IS ( AS mat 7440 
1m 
'i · ASIAS • JSII' • k11TK - 'l1C + 1.5707' 4 r AS < 0(0.)'1 < 0 11"(7460 U Af,!uItlSQR AS III - SQl IS) 
7~tO 'IJ:,s>,iJi nr~l\ ,u''''IJMT VEL 
~:I ~ : ~l *(nfrl'!)~2"'i(2~(flll t1~i~!~· 1 I (V3 *. V3) 
7500 WI - Wl * VI t + W2 * 'X(1~. W3* vxh~ ~ll8 II: Ul : ~~ 1 . :.;I~IS : U2 : ~Itis : ;x~~s : U~ : ;I~~~ :. ;1~~J 7 30 $V • Wl • 1f2 + W3 
74Oyt-SW*XX-\fX*VX 
7 58 s. • <sw • lCY .. Wf * VI) I YI/YX • (WY * xx .. WI * If) I YI 7 6 IUTUIUI 
7799 lilt SUI TO CAL ,ur .... r , nUl va. 
7800 lilt 
7820 Vl~l~ • VI. Cos {Al~:VY~I} • '1 * IX. ~Al} 7830 VX 2 • V2. * COS j\2. IVY 2 .. V1 * 11. A2 
7840 VX 3 • VJ * COS Al IVY 3 • V3" n. AJ 
7850 GOSUII 741 
7860 X· -~( (sr + 1 {)SP) 
7870 Y - Yl P - S. ~ 7810 VA • ~ x * x + Y * y) 
7890 GOSUI 00 . 
7900 TA • TI - 'tit: Ii' TA • 0 111M TA • .017 72R' Sf· .. 1 l TAM <TA) JiiS VI • VA,. ~Sl~ (TAl .. 8. • .001)\TA» 
7920 i : lIas ~SJ~ ~1I:S·/sr * sflls ~ P * S, * AS) 
7930; III AlS sr .. x '* as ~fY * AI>' < .0001 TID 7990 7940, GOSUB. 90 0 
7950: Tl • TX:X. .. XII. .. YI GOIUI 9000 
7960: Ill' AlS &Tl .. TA < 1.570796 THIN TT • Tl 
7970 IF AlS TX .. 'fA < 1.570796 THEM TT • TI 7980' GOTO .803 
7990 X: - X: GOSUB 90001!1 • TI:I. ADS (X):Y ~ - Y 
8000 GuSUB 9O~O 1010 IF A!S T1 .. TA) < 1.570796 THIM TT • T1 
1020 IF ABS TX ~ TA) < 1.~707ro TlEN TT • TI 
1030 XO • XIYO • y,'X • VI l (YQ XO" ~r) 
1040 Y • (YI * YO XO) I (YO I 0" S.) 
8045 ve • xo * xo .. YO '* YO 
1046 IV· ~R «X * x + Y • Y) I vc - 1) 
8050 VT· VC I~I ex It,x • Y '* Y):,e. SQI eve) 
8060 TT • 'IT • TM:TA • fA + 'I'll 
tsa8 I~TUR" SUI FOI AlCTAM 0-360 
9004 Tx • 0 
9005 IF x- 0.00 11IEN 9060 
9006 IF Y • 0.00 11IEM 9090 ~!8 U ~ ~ 8 ~g ~ ~ g tnm t~ : 6!il !Y ~ri) ( .. Y I ~) 
9030 IF X < 0 AND Y ) 0 'l11EH TX • 3.1415.. Aft ( .. 'l I) 
9040 1r X < 0 AND Y < 0 11IEN TX • 3.1415. ATII (Y I I 9(150 1!'1'111U1 
9060 If Y ) 0.00 mIN TX· 1.5107963 
9070 IF Y < 0.00 'l'Il1N TX • 4.7 238 
9010 II'1'11lM ~~ IF I ) 0.00 'l'Il1N TX • 0.00 §lr8 Uri~ 0.00 'l'IlEN TX • 3.141592654 
73 
ORlGJNAL PAGE U; 
Of POOR QUAL\TV 
APPENDIX 111 
CYBER PLOTTING PROGRAMS. 
noclAti SC(llruT,OUTlUT,Cln,TAl'13.cSn,) 
C noclAM IIC IS UnD TO nODUCI lCATftI 
C .LOft 1'HAT CON.AlI C. I. WDIDI DATA 'l'O 
C •• a. WDID DATA. ar.qv1Iu A rILl C$Pl 
C ruT COMTAI .. 'ftI1 WDID VALVIS roa 
C ,t H1X1 " VALUlI AT UCI ALTITUDI. WILL 
C Alit roa 'nit: DATI I HOMTB,DAY 
C IXTWALS: ~t:TA I ClA',UTA 
C .LOT COHJWrD I 'LOft, T"'t:26 1 LIIIC'II-70/TntI-ZIt 
C WliHIN RY lAYHOID IUGCUlO 19C 
DIME"IIOK CI(7,20),"(7,20).1(20),I(ZO) •• '(8) 
DATAII!:'/10 .5,75 •• 79.5,'4 ..... 5,93.,97 .5,10Z./ 
nlllT 90 
90 rOIMAT("I1M:HAXI,'DCft.TDAY") 
IIAD *,H11t,'DmI,TDAJ . 
11AD(3,40)«CS(l,J) ,n(I,J),J-l,MAXl) ,1-1,7) 
40 rOIHAT(ZrlO.l) 
CALL 'L01I(0.,O.,26) 
CALL 'LOT(1.0,3.0,-3) 
DO 150 IB-1,7 
DO 120 K-l,HAXI 
X(H)-nUB ,K) 
Y(K)-CS(IB,K) 
120 COMTIMUt: 
81-0 
52-0 
581-0 
811-0 
S8Z-o 
DO 950 tu-l tKAXl 
Sl-51+n(IH.K2) 
52-SZ +CS( IB ,M2) 
SSl-S51+pa(IB,KZ)*PR(IB,M2) 
S5Z-S82+CS(IB,KZ)*C8(IB,tu) 
950 5Xl-S11+CS(lB,tu)*PI(lR,KZ) 
Sl-S1/1LOAT(KAXI) 
S2-S2/FLOAT(KAXl) 
SSl-5S1/FLOAT(KAXl} 
55Z-SS2/FLOAT(KAXI) 
SX1-S11/FtOAT(KAxt) 
PHO-(SI1-51*SZ)ISQIT«SSl-S1*Sl)*(SSZ-SZ*SZ» 
PllKT *,IH,PltO 
CALL AXIS(O.,O.,"n, VELOCITY",-U,4.,O.,-100.,50.) 
CALL AllS(O.,O.,"C5 VILOClTY".l1,4.,9O.,-100.,50.) 
CALL S1K10L(2.0,4.51,.105,"ALTe ",0.,5) 
CALL KUKlEl(Z.4Z,4.51 ,.105 ,B.(IB) ,0.,1) 
CALL S1KIIOL(Z.84,4.51 ,.105," KK".0.,3) 
CALL S1KIIOL(Z. ,4.72 ,.105 ,''DATE'' ,0.,5) 
CALL KUKlt:l(3.1,4.72,.105,tHT8,O.,-1) 
CALL S\'KIOL(3 .31, 4. 72, .105," I" ,0. ,1) 
CALL NUKlEI(3.415,4.72,.105,TDAY,O.,-1) 
CALL S'1KIIOL(3 .6Z5 ,4. 7:!, .105, "/ e" ,0. ,3) 
CALL 51K10L(2. ,4.3,.105, "no-" ,0. ,4) 
CALL NUKlEl(2.42.4.3,.105 j PBO,0.,3) 
CALL PLOT(0.,0.,3) 
CALL PLOT(4.,4.,2) 
CALL PLOT(4.,4.,3) 
CALL PLOT(2.,2.,-3) 
DO 130 J-1,KAXI 
130 CALL S\'KIIOL(I(J) /50.- .054, Y(J) / 50.- .054 ,.11, "+",0.,1) 
150 CALL PLOT(6.5.-Z •• -3) 
CALL 'LOt(O .',0.,999) 
STOP 
DID 
74 
ORIGINAL PAGf! r9 
OF POOR QUALllY 
.. OOaAH UCOVUIlM ,OUTPtl'f,III( ,lOUT, TUE3-IOUT, TUE1-alB, 
+ICI,TAI'E4-IC;S) 
C .. OOIAN ncov IS USED TO .. OCEII DATIA 
C TIAMIfE/UtED m THE CYJEl flCIt 1'IE Al'fLl COH'UTEI 
C I&QUIIES IN'UT rn.E TO HAVI 'rill 
C MAMI 11M WHICH CAB BE ACCOK'LIIED 'Y 
C USING THE IIM~ CHDI lENAME,IIM-rlLEI 
C "ODUCEI OUT'UT fILEI lOUT AMD ICS 
e lOUT II 'l1I1 BlUT DATA llIfOlHArrlD ~D SelIDlE!) 
C IC. II NE tllAII \lntD VALI1t:S PIOJICTID 
e OIfTO e.l. LntE or SIGBT 
e WE99 II 'l1I1 'LOT COHlWfD rILE .. OOUCED 
C IT CONtAIN I 'l1I1 ntrOIHATION TO PRODUCE 'l1I1 
C 'LOTI rOI NI,EW WDID AMD COIllLATION TID AMD 'OWU 
e ElTILJALSI ZITI. I GIA',ZITA 
C 'LOT rILl USING CHDI 'LOTZ,TUI99/L11CTI-170/TIICI-30 
C 
C 
C WIITTEM BY lAY IDGCElIO 1982 
C 
C 
C 
DIHINSIOK VT( a!24O) ,TT(8,240) ,AX( a,24O) ,'X( a,240) I 
+TN( a,24O) ,EW( a,240) ~Al( 8~240) I ,rv( a) ,IMS( 8,2~) 
.. ,AW( 8,2) ,ID( 5) ,'Al( 8,240) ,'A2( lI,loW) ,'A3( a,240) I T5( 11,240) 
+, Vcs( 11,240), VCSM( II) 
INTlGD. TIM! 
COto«lM VT, TT,AX,Il, TN ,1M' ,EV,AI ,AV 
CALL PLOTS(0.,O.,99) 
CALL 'LOT(1.,1.,-3) 
IV'fIr200 
1UtTT-3 
VltAI-200 
T5KU-15,O 
DO 50 KI-1,24O 
READ(1,10)(HD(I),X-l.4),TlKE 
Ir(EOr(l).NE.O)GO TO 900 
10 rOIHAT(~1,lX,I7) 
tr(ID(1) .NE. "T")GO TO 800 
Ir(MI.Eq.l)CALL TlCV(TIHE,tKTH,TDAY,TBI,lMIN) 
DO 50 11-1,8 
1t:AD(l,.)K,IE,PA1(K,"I) ,PA2(M,KI) ,'A3(K,KI) ,T5(K,Ml) 
n(I!.Ift:.o)co TO 60 
lWO,.)VT(H,HI), tT(M,KI) ,U(K,KI) ,'I(M,Ml) ,ve, 
+TN(K,KI),IKT,IV 
Ir(IV.GT.IVT)GO TO 60 
Ir(IUtT.GT.lKTT)ao TO 60 
Ir(VT(K,HI).GT.VKll)GO TO 60 
Ir(T5(K,HI).LT.T5KJd)GO TO 60 
GO ro 50 
60 VT(H,HI)-O 
TT(K,KI)-O 
Al(K,KI)-o 
IIX(K,KI)-o 
1'II(K,KI)-o 
50 Ir(T5(K,KI).LT.0.0)T5(K,KI)-o.0 
900 KAlI-KI-l 
lr(KAIl.LT.2)GO TO 800 
DO 200 K-l tHAXI DO 200 Ill- ,8 
IKS(IB,H)--VT(II,K)*COS(.0174533*TT(IB,K» 
EW(IB,K)--VT(IB,M)*SIM(.0174533*TT(IB,M» 
AI(IB,M)-81(IB,M)/lO.O 
" 
75 
ZOO c:otITlJIUI 
DO 500 lX-1,e 
.1-0 
01-0 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF pOOR QUA\.I1Y 
DO 5Z0 K-l,HAU 
VO.(I.,") .... (I.,K)*.'.77 .. 1I(1 •• K)·.IO' 
1'(YT(II,K).IQ.O.)GO 10 520 
CI-C1+1 
.1-.1+VCS(II,H) 
5Z0 COIiTlIIUl 
VO,"(lR)-n/Cl 
500 COllftNul 
WltfE(4,540)TIKI 
540 'O_T(1Hl, '''rI1fl-", 17) 
WlITZ(4,550)«VOI(I',K),H-1,KAJI),II-l,l) 
550 70IMAt(6F20.1) 
WIl'rt:(4,555)(VCIH(J) ,J-l ,I) 
555 rOWT(/I" HEAl V~UI8"/('ZO.l» 
CALL ADISP(T5,HAJ%,tK'fH,TDAY,TII,tMIII) 
CALLPDlS'(PA1,PA2,~~3,HAU,1NTI,TD4Y,TI&,THtll) 
WlIU(3,450) 
450 'O_T(lll ,2Xr''HIX In, TT,.',n,", 'l'lI ,lOWa,IALr TDIE") 
DO 3001H-l,1 
DO 310 "-1 ,HAil 
W&ITE(3,410)K,VT(II,K),TT(I',M), ... (tl,K),IV(t',K) 
• ,AI(Xll ,Ii) ,1K(IH,K) ,PA1(1I,K) ,T5UI,K) 
410 rOIKAT(2X,I6,8'15.4) 
310 COIITINUE 
WIlITE(3,420) 
420 FO_T(lll) 
300 COII'rIKI1! 
CAJ.L AVER(twcI) 
PIINT 501 
SOl FOIMAT("IN~UT VlCTOI rOI DIIIIID PLOTS") 
"tNT $02 
502 rOIMAT(" A 1 MEANS PLOT, A ° MlANIi DO IIOt PLOT") 
1!AD *j(VPV(J),J-l,8) 
DO 987 IU-1,8 
Ir(VPV(Iu).t:q.l.0)CALL bISPW(KAJI,IU,tMrI,TDAY,TJlI,tMlJI) 
717 COMTINUI 
CALL PLOT(0.,0.0.99~) 
GO TO 911 
800 WlITl(3,430) 
430 rOIMAT(" SEQUENCE UIOI") 
911 STOP 
!ltD 
SUIROUTINE ADISP(T5,KAIl,tMTI,TDAY,TII,tMlII) 
DlMENSIOIf T'(8,24O) 
DO 10 J-1,8 
DO 10 Joj-l,MAXI 
TS(J,H)-T5(J,K)/100. 
10 1'(T'(J,H).GT.2.0)T5(J,H)-O.0 
CALL AXIS(O.,o.,l'BTlMI III KIJUTES,-lS,6.,0.,0.,10.) 
CALL AXIS(0.,O.,13HALTlTUDE (~),13.7 •• 90.,70.5,4.5) 
XSC-IO. 
YSC-1.5 
CALL S'I1tIOL(3.,8.3 •• 10S,"STAIT TIKI-",O.O,l1) 
CALL ftUMlER(4.1S',8.3,.10S,TBI,0.,-1) 
CALL S'I1tBOL(4.365.8.3,.105,":",0.0,1) 
CALL KUKBEI(4.47,8.3,.105.tKlJI,O.O,-1) 
CALL S'I1tBOL(3.,8,51 ,.10S,''DATI ",0.0,') 
CALL JUHB!l(4.1,8.'l,.105,!KTB,0.0,-1) 
CALL S'l1tBOL(4.31,8.~l,.105,"/",O.O,l) 
CALL JUHBIl(4.415,S.5l,.105,TDAY,0.0,-1) 
CALL S!MBOL(4.6',8.51,.105,"/SZ",0.0,3) 
CALL lLOT(-.0625~8.,3) 
CALL PLOT('0625,8.,2:1 
CALL PLOT(0.,8.,2) 
CALL PLOT(0.,9.,2) 
CALL 'LOT(-.0625 ,9.,2) 
CALL PLOT(.0625.9.,2) 
CALL PLOT(.062S,9.,3) 
CALL S!MBOL(.25,8.'l,.105,"COIllLATIOI TlNE",O •• 16) 
CALL S'I1tBOL(.2S.8.3,.105,"1.5 SIC",O.,7) 
DO 200 m-l,8 
.. 
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CALL 'I.OT(0.,O.,3) OF POOR QUALITY 
CALL 'I.OT(6.,0.,Z) 
CALL PLOT(6.,0.,3) 
CALL r/~T(1/XsC,T5(IB,1)/YSC,3) 
DIJ Zl(: .)I'Z,~ 
ZiO IF(T5\~~ IJ) .III.O.)CALL 'I..OT(rLOAT(J)/IIC, T5UI ,J)/'fIC,Z) 
CALL .LOT(tLOAf(KAJI)/IIC,T5(II.KAJl)/YIC,3) 
CALL PLOT(0.,l.,-3) 
ZOO COITI"VI 
CALL .I..OT(8",-8.,-3) 
1m .. 
aD 
SUlaOUTIME PDISP(PA1,'AZl 'A3,KAXl,tMTB,fDly,fBI,tMIM) DIHII8IOM PA1(8,21tO),'AZ 8,ZItO),PA3( 8,21tO) 
DO 10 m.l,8 
DO 20 J-l.IWtI 
PA1(IB.J)-~0*ALOGIO(EI1(PA1(IB,J)/100.» 
I'(.Al(IH,J).!Q.O.)GOTO 40 
GO TO 20 
40 I'(PA2(tH,J).1II.0).Al(lR.J).10*AL0G10(EXP( 
+'12(IB,J)/100.» 
I'(PA1(IH,J).!Q.0.).Al(IB,J).10*ALOG10(EXP( 
+PA3(IH,J)/100.» 
I'(PA1(IU,J).Eq.0.).Al(IB,J).50.0 
20 COMTUWE 
10 COlftINVI 
SPMIN-PA1 ( 1 ,1) 
SPMAX-PAI ( 1 ,1 ) 
DO 50 m-I,B 
DO 50 J-I,HAXl 
I'(PA1(IU,J).GT.SPHAX)SPHAX-PA1(IB,J) 
50 I'(SPMIN.GT.PA1(IU,J»$PMIN-PA1(IH,J) 
DO 60 m"I,S 
DO 60 J-1,HAXl 
PAl(IU,J)-PAl(IH,J)-SPKIN 
60 COMTINUE 
CALL AXIS(O.,O.,I'UTIME IN KINUTES,-15,6.,O.,O.,10.) 
CALL AXIS(0.,O.,13UALTlTUD! (~),13,7.,90.,70.5,4.,) 
XSC-10. 
YSC-'LOAT(IFIX(SPKAX» 
CALL S1KIIOL(3 .. B.3 .. 105."STAll.T TIME-".O.,ll) 
CALL HUKIIER(4.155,B.3,.105,THI,O.,-1) 
CALL S1KIIOL(4.365,8.3,.105,":",O.O,l) 
CALL HUKIIER(4.47,8.3,.I05,TKIN,O.,-I) 
Iil~LL S1KIIOL(3.,B.51,.105,''DATE ",0.0,5) 
CALL MUKBER(4.1,B.51,.105,TKTU,O.O,-1) 
CALL S1KBOL(4.31, B. 51, .105, "I" ,0.0,1) 
CALL MUKBER(4.415,B.51,.105,TDAY,O.,-1) 
CALL S1KBOL(4.o5,B.51,.105,"/82",O.O,3) 
CALL PI..OT(-.0625,8.,3) 
CALL PLOT(.0625,B.,2) 
CALL PLOT(0.,B.,2) 
CALL PLOT(0.,9.,2) 
CALL PLOT(-.0625,9.,2) 
CALL PLOT(.0626,9.,2) 
CALL PLOT(.0626,9.,3) 
CALL S1KIIOL(.25,B.51,.105,"POWD",O.O,5) 
CALL HUKIIER(.25,B.3,.105,YSC,O.,-1) 
CALL S1KBOL( .25 ,S.09, .105' .. ·+l)1" ,0. ,2> 
DO 200 IU-l,8 
CALL PLOT(0.,O.,3) 
CALL PLOT(6.,O.,2) 
CALL PI.OT(6.,O.,3) 
CALL PLOT(1./XSC,PA1(IU,l)/YSC,3) 
DO 210 J-2,KAXl t 
210 CALL FLOT(FLOAT(J)/XSC,PA1(IB,J)/YSC,2) 
CALL PLOt('LOAT(KAJl)/XSC,PA1(IB,KlJl)/YSC,3) 
CALL PI.OT(0.,l.,-3) 
ZOO COITINU~ 
CALL PLOT(S.5,-B.O,-3) 
RETURN 
END 
SUIlROUTINE tlCV(TIKE,tMTB,TDAY,TBI,TKIN) 
llTEGD TIME 
TKTU-I'Il(FLOAT(TIKE)/1000000.) 
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# 
fDAY-lrII(rLOAT(TIMI)/10000.)-1MTR*100. 
TII-IrII(rLOAT(TIMI)/100.)-TKTI*10000.-TDAY*100. 
lMIM-rLOAT(TIHI)-100*~-1000G*TDAY-1000000*THTH 
UTUQ 
IIID 
8UllOUTINl DIS...,2(I, Y ,MAXI ,WD, I, ~("TDAY, THI, 'EMIN) 
DIKE.SION X(24O),Y(24O),B'(8) 
DATA B"70.5,75.,79.5,14.,11.5,93.,97.5,102.1 
CALL AlIS(0.,O.,15BTIMI 1M KIMUTII,-15,6.,O.,O.,10.) 
Ir(WD.EQ.O.)CAL'L ms(o.,o., 
t''MOITH TO 80UTH VELOCITY (K/I)",29,1.,9O.,-200.,5O.) 
Ir(WD.EQ.1.)CALL ms(o.,O.,"WT TO WElT Y!LIlCI," (K/I)", 
+27,1.0,90 .,-200.,50.) 
IIC-I0. 
YIC-SO. 
CALL S'I:K"')L(3.,8.3,.105,"ALT- ",0.0,5) 
CALL NUHlEl(3.42,8.3,.105,H'(I),O.,l) 
CALL S'l:KIOL(3 .84,8.3,.105," 1H",il.,3) 
CALL S'l:KIOL(3., 8.51,. 105, "STAIT TIKI-",O.O,ll) 
CALL NUHlEl(4.155,8.51,.105,THR,O.,-1) 
CALL S'l:KIOL(4.365,1.51,.105,":",O.O,1) 
CALL NUMlER(4.47,S.51,.10~,TKIN,O.O,-1) 
CALL S'l:KBOL(3.0,S,.72,.105,''DATl ",0.0,5) 
CALL NUMlEl(4.1.S.72 •• 105.TKTB.0.0.-1) 
CALL S'l:KBOL( 4.31,8. 72,.105, "/" ,0.0,1) 
CALL NUMBER(4.415.S.72,.105.TDAY.0.O,-1) 
CALL S'l:KBOL(4.65 ,8. 72,.105, "/82" ,0.0,3) 
CALL PLOT(O.O,4.0,-3) 
DO 10 J-1,KAXI 
Ir(y.(J).Eq.o.O)GO TO 10 
CAU. SYKIIOL(X(J)/xse-.054,Y(J)l'rsc-.054,.l1, "ttl ,0.0,1) 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL PLOT(8.S,-4.0,-3) 
RETUIN 
ERD 
SUBROUTINE AVER(KAXI) 
DIMENSION VT(8,24O), TT(S,24O) ,Al( 8,240), D( 8,2i1O), 
+INS( S,24O) ,EW( 8,240) ,Al( 8,240) ,AW( 1,2) ,Bl(8,2i1O) 
COMillN VT, TT,Al,BI, 'l'I,IIIS,EW,AI,AW 
INTEGER 8, SPF( S~ 
DO 10 8-1,S 
S1-o 
S2-0 
C1-0.00 
DO 20 K-1 j HAXI 
IF(YT(H,K).EQ.O)GO TO 20 
C1.ol+l 
Sl-S1+RNS(H,K) 
S2-S2+EW(R,M) 
20 CONTINUE 
SPF(R)-Cl 
AW(B,l)-Sl/el 
10 AW(R,2)-82/C1 
WlITE(3,700)(AW(R,1),AW(H,2),SPF(H),B-1,S) 
PlINT 700,(AW(H,1),AW(H,2),SPF(H),n-1,S) 
700 FOJIMAT(1H11/2I," MEAN WIND VALUES NS AND EW "/(2F10.1,5I,I5» 
IETURN 
ERD 
SUBROUTINE DISPW(KAXI,B,tKTH,TDAY,Tal,THIN) 
DIMENSION X(24O),Y(24O) VT(S,24O),TT(S,24O) Al(I,24O) 
+ax( S,24O), TH( S,24O) ,RNS( S,24O) ,EW( S,2i1O) ,Alh,2i1O) ,Awl 8,2) 
COMtllN VT, TT,AX,BX, TH ,RNS,EW,AI,AW 
INTEGER H 
DO 10 J-1,MAXI 
X(J)"J 
10 Y(J)-RN8(H,J) 
WD-O.O 
CALL DISPW2(I, Y ,HoUI, WD,8, TH'IB, TDAY, Tal, 'EMIM) 
DO 20 J-1,MAXI 
20 Y(J)-EW(H,J) 
WD-1.0 
CALL DISPW2(I,Y,HAXI,WD,B,tHTB,tIl'Y,Tal,tKlI) 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX IV 
OPERATION MANUAL FOR PARTIAL-REFLECTION SYSTEM. 
This is a step-by-step procedure that must be followed to operate the 
partial-reflection-drifts experiment. 
1) Connect the pulser to the radar controller to obtain the 400 Hz 
control signal. 
2) Turn on tbe power switches on the pulser, A/D, receiver, relay 
switching network, and all ae switches on the transmitter panel. 
3) Unground the T/X-antenna and the R/X-antenna systems. 
4) Slowly turn the filament voltage for the final Itag~ amplifier 
tubes to 5.5 volts. 
5) Turn the bias voltage to 28 volts. 
6) Turn the switch located under the high voltage (5 kV) variac on, 
the bias voltage will jump to 35 volts. 
7) Turn the variac clockwise until the high voltage is up to 2000 
volts. 
8) Press the low voltage reset on the 2 kV power supply. 
9) Slowly turn up the 2 kV power supply up to 1100 volts while 
maintaining 2 kV on the high voltage power supply. 
10) Turn the high voltage up to 3000 volts. 
11) The 1/X and R/X are now on the air and a11 that is required no~ 
is to bring up the computer system. 
Computer System: _ 
1) Place the following peripherals in the appropriate slots of the 
computer; 
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Corvus disk drive ---------- Slot #6 
Parallel interface --------~ Slot 17 
Arith proc ----------------- Slbt #5 
2) Sign on the system as user "PR". 
3) Type "BRUNDRIFTCOL. S6 • V49" • 
4) Type ''MAINDRIFT''. 
5) The program will start putting data on volume 50 and continue to 
volume 67. File numbers will range from 0-19 for each volume. 
6) Collection computer prompts the volumel and file# that correlponds 
to the last minute of data that was collected and stored. 
To bring up the processing computer; 
1) Sign on as us er "PR". 
2) Type ''MAXFILES 1". 
3) Type "BRUNBIN .DRIFTL2 ,S6. V49". 
4) Enter information that is requelJted. 
Example: 
INPUT PARM FOR OUTPUT FILE 
SLOT4,4 
VOLUME #254 
INPUT PARM FOR DATA FILES 
STARTING FILE# - 0 
ENDING FILE# D 19 
STARTING VOLUME # - 50 
.ENDING VOLUME# ;;:: 52 
Program will display what file and volume it is working on. 
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5) The text output file generated will have the filename of ''RESULTS''. 
6) The order of the results printed for each minute is: 
LINE#l; Date and TUD~ 
*LINE#~; ALT#, Error vector, Power of antenna 1, Power antenna 2, 
Power antenna 3, Autocorrelation halftime times 100. 
LINE#3; True velocity, Direction of drift in degrees, Semimajor 
... 
axis "a", Axial ratio. vel, Rotation angle of ellipee, NTD, Random 
variation times 10. 
Once the data are stored on tbe floppy disk the results can be trans-
ferred to the University computer for plotting via a modem. Plotting 
routines for the computer are available for this. 
*If the error vector is not e,qual to zero the next altitude h printed. 
The error V!2ctor indicates that the drift analysis failed to generate a 
true velocity. 
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